
S-CAP: Focused SSR Summary - Holyoke (Year 5) - March 8, 2021

District Priority 1: Engage stakeholders as partners in the success of every student

1a. Evidence of implementation
around the priority.

● Family survey results had a strong rating for trust of leadership. That is a big key to the success that Holyoke has achieved
with their initiatives. Parents are willing to know more information and willing to be a bigger participant.

1b. Additional actions that could be
implemented or expanded to
support the priority.

● Students feel that the counselor does a great job to help them through their issues.  Kids also feel that there are a couple of
teachers that they feel comfortable talking with.

2a. Evidence of impact of the priority
actions.

● Communication is more successful based on focus groups and surveys.  Question is to where the parents/community is
receiving communication, for example, social media, paper, teachers, apps, IC.

District Focusing Questions:

Are we meeting the learning and
social/emotional needs of both our
staff and students?

Yes and students feel that the counselor does a great job to help them through their issues.  Kids also feel that there are a couple of
teachers that they feel comfortable talking with. Elementary teachers wish they had more P.D. was geared towards SEL. Secondary
teachers wish that they had more tangible and tiered PD towards SEL.

Are we supporting and developing
staff members in ways that are likely
to result in long-term retention?

Yes, Elem teachers talked about wanting an instructional coach. High School Teachers mention the calendar has been beneficial for
collaboration but has taken away from P.D. If moving to 4-day week, teachers would like to have some heavy planning at the
beginning of the year to be prepared for the subject.

While working to ensure a safe
educational environmental needs of
COVID, are we still meeting our
district priorities?

Yes,  Family survey: Caring, communication and support are up.



District Priority 2: Establish and Implement an Aligned Curriculum that optimizes instruction and ensures student learning.

1a. Evidence of implementation
around the priority.

● Visible learning was evidenced through use of success criteria and learning intentions in observations, teacher feedback,
and documents

● Learning Disposition survey for teachers shows a two year trend of over 95% agreeing deeper learning practices are in
place

● Certificate work is being initiated and ongoing evaluation of how these are enhancing or detracting from the high school
experience.  Evidence was missing about the connection between these initiatives and its alignment with the priority.

1b. Additional actions that could be
implemented or expanded to
support the priority.

● There may be a level of saturation with VL.  What might be next so not on to something new, but building from here?
Possible a new step would be to  personalize professional learning  with specific strategies applied in content/grade.

● Have you addressed the desire for more personalized PD?  If so, what are the next steps?  How can the shared leadership
teams be included in determining next steps?

2a. Evidence of
(student/staff/family) impact of the
priority actions.

● Family Learning Disposition data indicates well over 90% with strong support for a belief the schools hold high
expectations and support students in achieving. This is an impact of families being able to support students in curriculum
implementation

● Student Learning Disposition survey data shows a positive response overall, indicating an impact of implementations of
the district.

● Students in focus groups indicated they feel they have choice through the certification offerings and more.

2b. Expected  impact for which no
evidence was available.

● Have you seen a decrease in participation in AOC? What would participation rates indicate about impact?

District Focusing Questions:

How can the district improve their
professional learning in order to
strengthen their virtual learning
environment this year?

Not specific to this year, however, we would see a strengthening to be through more personalized professional learning in the
future, particularly for learning specific to content/grade. This would enhance the universal and foundational work of VL

How can we successfully provide
internships, career exploration, or
pathways for students that don’t
compromise the high school
experience?

Would like more information on the time commitment of internships, etc., to know if they allow for “regular” high school
experience.

Can you examine individual student schedules to see what choices students are making? What are students NOT taking because of
the career/technical choices? How will you know how many choices are enough?



For all Priorities

Stakeholder Communication Plan

What is the breadth and
depth of ownership from
stakeholder of priorities?

● Weebly site - the Stories of District Priorities seems “off.”  It is written in the first person, maybe the response to an open-ended
survey question.  It could be valuable to offer stories of actions that highlight the priority.

How is stakeholder ownership
being developed?

● Are there channels of communication that the District is not using and should?
● What types of information (and how to communicate and how often) would improve our transparency?
● Is there more we can do to involve and engage families?

Resource Allocation

How are resources matched
to priorities?

● COVID spent on technology and general funding as well; with a priority on professional learning for curriculum, resources could
be prioritized here.

● There may be a misalignment of resources for curriculum materials.
● There has been an investment in VL, which is a match to the priority; now what, ensuring resources remain aligned to the

priority?

How could resources be
better matched to priorities?

● Are we allocating resources to enhance the education of staff and students in alignment with our strategic priorities during this
time of budget crisis? What would you suggest if not?

○ District has spent money on technology.  Teachers are looking for updated curriculums.
● In regards to COVID-19, what are the benefits or positive shifts that can be sustainable over time?

○ Chromebooks
○ Google Classroom may be a staple forever.  This may help with communication.
○ Digital resources can be beneficial.  Teachers felt comfortable asking for help in finding resources.
○ Communication can also be helped because it can be digital especially with Chromebooks going home on a daily basis.

● Are there ways to help staff feel more valued and better supported?
○ In general the staff felt supported and that the district is going in the right direction.
○ Teachers are held accountable with Visual Learning; therefore, they do get more time to plan, however, they would like

more time.
■ Instructional planning could benefit from more time provided.




